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Institutt for Informatikk

kunstig	intelligens

kunstig	intelligens	/	artificial	intelligence	(AI):	

teknologi	som	observerer	omgivelsene,	tar	avgjørelser	og	justerer	sin	

egen	aktivitet	på	en	måte	som	fremstår	som	intelligent	

f.eks.	

ved	å	lage	regler	for	en	beslutning
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Institutt for Informatikk

kunstig	intelligens:	maskinlæring

maskinlæring	/	machine	learning	(ML):	

teknologi	som	bruker	algoritmer	og	statistiske	modeller	til	å	utføre	

oppgaver	basert	på	analyse	av	data,	dvs.	mønstre	og	slutninger	fra	daya	

og	ikke	pre-definerte	instruksjoner
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- analyserer mye

data	(big	data)

- bruker mange	lag	

med	statistikk



Institutt for Informatikk

kunstig	intelligens:	maskinlæring

maskinlæring /	machine	learning	(ML):	

teknologi som bruker algoritmer og statistiske modeller til å utføre

oppgaver basert på analyse av	data,	dvs.	mønstre og slutninger fra daya

og ikke pre-definerte instruksjoner

- analyserer mye data	(big	data)

- bruker mange	lag	med	statistikk

- “lærer”	av	alle nye data

- beslutning kan ikke spores
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kunstig	intelligens:	maskinlæring
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kunstig	intelligens	som	designmateriale
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kunstig	intelligens	som	designmateriale
- må vite hva materialet kan gjøre og ikke:	

muligheter og begrensninger

(slik som andre designere må kunne
mye om	tre,	plast,	metall,	papir …)
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kunstig	intelligens	som	designmateriale
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Holmquist	om	utfordringer	fra	AI/KI	er	å	designe	for

1)gjennomsiktighet	(at	brukeren	må	forstå	at	systemet	tar	egne	beslutninger	på	
bakgrunn	av	nye	input	data	fra	brukeren)
2)skjult	rasjonale	(det	er	ikke	mulig	å	forklare	systemets	handlinger)
3)uforutsigbarhet	(ML	trekker	egne	konklusjoner	(fx	lære	GO))
4)kontinuerlig	læring	(all	bruk	er	læring	(fx	capcha	&	stavekontroll))
5)kontinuerlig	utvikling	(forbedring	kan	innebære	forandring	som	systemet	
initierer	(fx	morgenkaffe	til	nytt	tidspunkt))
6)dele	kontroll	med	bruker (må	vise	fordeling	av	kontroll	&	kunne	gi	bruker	full	
kontroll	over	beslutning	&	utvikling)
+
a)etikk	og	ansvar	(hvem	er	ansvarlig?	(fx	selvkjørende	bil))
b)hvem	eier	data	om	deg	(du,	den	som	samler,	lagrer,	eier	program	..)
c)forstå	design	materialet	(statistikk	er	vanskelig,	“data	is	king”)
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- har	fysisk utstrekning

- situert (tilstede over	tid)

- kan bevege seg

- hvordan forstår den	verden?		

(fx kamera forstår ikke det	det	tar	bilde av)
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Abstract. The field of artificial intelligence and robotics has long adapted an an-
thropocentric view, putting the intelligence structures of humans as the guiding re-
quirements for developing artificial intelligence. This paper use observations of a 
robotic lawnmower to demonstrate how we can apply Jakob von Uexküll’s Umwelt 
theory to describe robots and robot behavior to further our understanding of the be-
havior of different kinds robots. 
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1.!Introduction 

From the start of artificial intelligence and through to today the milestones for judging 
whether we have created something intelligent has been tied to human intelligence and 
human activities, such as language and games. Nietzsche wrote that there once was a star 
on which “clever animals invented knowledge”, but that only we, the owners of the hu-
man intellect “gives it such importance, as if the world pivoted around it” [1]. In light of 
this observation, it is not all that strange for humans to set the criteria to human standards 
of what we consider traits of higher intelligence, after all we project our own world views 
into most things [2, 3]. At first glance, it would seem apparent that we should create AI 
in our perceptual image; after all, many are created with the intent of assisting us. 

In the 1980s Moravec [4] introduced the notion that robotics and artificial intelli-
gence could learn from nature and evolution. He points out how problem-solving AI’s 
easily mimic competent adult humans, yet robotic systems rarely achieved the bodily 
coordination of a four-year-old child. This, he argues, is because there is a qualitative 
difference between the relative performances of eye-hand systems and the reasoning sys-
tems: “Amateur quality high level thinking can be done by an efficiently organized sys-
tem doing 108 instructions/second while average quality perception and action requires 
1011 instructions/second” [4, p. 220], illustrating that movement and perception requires 
a lot more processing power than does abstract thinking. In his short essay, Nietzsche 
further writes that, in nature, the human intellect appears wretched, shadowy and flighty, 
aimless and arbitrary [1]. This may be a harsh verdict, yet it is necessary to get the mes-
sage across: What we consider our best traits of intelligence is ironically not the most 
intelligent actions we perform in our daily lives. Nietzsche reminds us of our self-as-
sumed significance, “… if we could communicate with the mosquito, then we would 
learn that he floats through the air with the same self-importance, feeling within itself 
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- omverden	(Umwelt)

- oppfattet-verden	(Merkwelt)

- handlings-verden	(-rom)	(Wirkwelt)

illustrasjon	av	bienes	omverden	
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illustrasjon	av	bienes	omverden	
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omverden	– oppfattet-rom	&	handlingsrom

Rebekka:	
tigerens byttedyr ser	i svart-hvitt
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- omverden	(Umwelt)

- oppfattet-verden	(Merkwelt)

- handlings-verden	(-rom)	(Wirkwelt)
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omverden	– oppfattet-rom	&	handlingsrom

- omverden (Umwelt)

- oppfattet-verden (flått-ting)

- lukter stoff hos	pattedyr (blind)
- kjenner varm landingsplass
- kjenner varm væske (blod)
- handlings-verden

- hoppe når kjenner riktig lukt
- bite	når varm landingsplass
- legge egg	når varm væske
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- hva er robotens omverden?

- hva er dens	oppfattet-verden

(hva kan den	sanse?)
- hva er dens	handlingsverden

(hva kan den	gjøre?)
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ABSTRACT 

Introducing robots into the home changes the work that the 

homeowners carry out. This paper explores in depth how garden 

work and the garden change when a robotic lawn mower is 

introduced. The methodology in this study is autoethnography, 

which gives access to personal experiences and thoughts. The 

paper describes how the usual work of manually mowing the lawn 

is automated and new tasks emerge as the gardeners adapt to the 

robot mower. A conceptual framework is presented and used to 

analyse these changes. Some gardening tasks become redundant 

and new tasks appear, and a new urgency is added to some of the 

old tasks. In addition, awareness about the robot mower’s 

movements is important to keep it active and avoid damage to the 

robot and things in the garden. The paper suggests that unwanted 

changes that become too demanding are important for user 

acceptance or rejection of robots in the home environment. 
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1 Introduction 

Previous research has shown that introducing robots into the 

home changes the work that is carried out by the homeowners 

[8,10,19,24,25,26]. Forlizzi and DiSalvo [9] show that the vacuum 

cleaning robot Roomba reduced cleaning labour and changed 

people’s cleaning work. Cleaning was traditionally done once a 

week, but the Roomba can be active every day. The study shows 

how the physical environment of the home influenced how the 

Roomba was used, and the inhabitants helped the robot, e.g. by 

taking clothes from the floor so the Roomba could clean it. The 

study concludes that the homes and the Roomba needed to adapt 

to each other. The robot vacuum cleaner was not a replacement of 

the traditional vacuum cleaner. Cleaning habits and attitudes 

change to the degree that some personal convictions were found 

to be not compatible with using a robot to vacuum clean the house 

[8]. Cleaning robots ‘elicit dynamic interactions with physical 

space, household members, and intended tasks. These 

relationships are inter-connected and relational to each other’ [26, 

p. 427]. Sung et al. [25, 26] argue for the need for designers to 

understand robot owners. In this paper, I explore in-depth how the 

robot lawn mower that I purchased to reduce the lawn mowing 

work affected our care of the lawn and also other gardening tasks 

– and us as gardeners. It had consequences for the gardening tasks 

in such a way that the gardeners over time carried out work that 

transformed the garden. Many small changes in work tasks added 

up to a large change of the appearance of the garden and the 

gardeners’ way of thinking about the garden.  

A robot mower automates some of the human work of lawn 

mowing. I use a conceptual framework from a different domain to 

discuss how automation by a robot removes some tasks and 

introduces new tasks. To understand how the changes come about 

from the perspective of the gardeners, an interpretive qualitative 

research methodology is used [15]. As the gardeners in this study 

are me and my husband, I use an autoethnographic approach 

[1,14] that gives access to deeper insights and opens up for 

personal reflections of how and why the events unfold. Real use of 

the robot is studied “in the wild”. The robot mower in this story is 

called Roberto, which is the name we began to use as a short form 

for ‘robot lawn mower’. A personal tone is kept in the narrative to 

strengthen the perspective as seen from the gardener/user, in line 

with autoethnographic accounts [11].  
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ABSTRACT   

Our current understanding of human interaction with hybrid 

or augmented environments is very limited. Here we focus 

on ‘tangible interaction’, denoting systems that rely on 

embodied interaction, tangible manipulation, physical 

representation of data, and embeddedness in real space. 

This synthesis of prior ‘tangible’ definitions enables us to 

address a larger design space and to integrate approaches 

from different disciplines. We introduce a framework that 

focuses on the interweaving of the material/physical and the 

social, contributes to understanding the (social) user 
experience of tangible interaction, and provides concepts 

and perspectives for considering the social aspects of 

tangible interaction. This understanding lays the ground for 

evolving knowledge on collaboration-sensitive tangible 

interaction design. Lastly, we analyze three case studies, 

using the framework, thereby illustrating the concepts and 

demonstrating their utility as analytical tools.  

Author Keywords 

Tangible Interface, Tangible Interaction, CSCW, Design, 

Analysis, Framework, Collaboration, Social Interaction 

ACM Classification Keywords 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) and Tangible Interaction 

are terms increasingly gaining currency within HCI. This 

field of research relies on tangibility and full-body 

interaction and gives computational resources and data 

material form. Embedding computing in the everyday 

environment and supporting intuitive use, it shares goals 
with other novel approaches to HCI. Variations of this 

approach have been pursued over the last two decades as 

‘graspable user interfaces’ [13], ‘tangible user interfaces’ 

[34], ‘tangible interaction’ [5, 8], or physical-digital 

interactions and digitally-augmented physical spaces [26].  

While in traditional desktop computing the screen is merely 

a window through which we reach into a digital world, with 

tangible interfaces we act within and touch the interface 

itself. Designing tangible interfaces requires not only 

designing the digital but also the physical, and their 

interrelations within hybrid ensembles, as well as designing 

new types of interaction that can be characterized as full-
body, haptic, and spatial - new challenges for design and 

HCI. As building upon users’ experience of interacting with 

the real world lowers the threshold for activity, the 

embodiment of interaction objects alleviates the ‘access 

bottleneck’ of the keyboard [31], and interaction with these 

systems is easily observable, they lend themselves to the 

support of face-to-face social interaction. This is reflected 

in a considerable number of systems aimed at cooperative 

scenarios [1, 7, 26, 31, 32, 33, 36] (see also [34]).  

Until recently, research on TUIs focused on developing 

new systems. A move towards concepts and theory can be 
detected from a journal special issue on ‘tangible interfaces 

in perspective’ [18]. However, attempts to develop 

frameworks have concentrated mainly on defining terms or 

on categorizing and characterizing systems (e.g. [3, 12, 30, 

34]). While supporting structural analysis, mapping out the 

design space and detecting uncharted territory, these offer 

little advice when designing for real world situations and 

seldom address users’ interaction experience. Despite many 

interesting explorations of technical options, there is still a 

need for conceptual frameworks that unpack why ‘tangible 

interaction’ works so well for users [9]. Equally there is a 

need for principled approaches supporting research and 
design of these new hybrid environments that are inherently 

‘socially-organized settings’, as Williams et al note [36].  

We have chosen to use ‘tangible interaction’ as an umbrella 

term for this field, drawing together several fields of 

research and disciplinary communities who can profit from 

each others’ distinct perspectives and knowledge. Tangible 

interaction, as we understand it, encompasses a broad range 

of systems and interfaces relying on embodied interaction, 

tangible manipulation and physical representation (of data), 

embeddedness in real space and digitally augmenting 

physical spaces [4, 5, 6, 8, 26, 34]. It encompasses 
approaches from HCI, computer science, product design 
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